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The Legal System
There are roughly 890,000 lawyers in America right now, and that number keeps
going up. But why are there so many, where did they come from, and what role
have they played in history.' This hysterical, scholarly look at the history of lawyers
is not just an external account of lawyers: it puts you inside their heads. It's a roller
coaster ride through history, viewed from a lawyer's perspective. Starting from
Biblical times with the case of Adam and Eve v. The State of Innocence through
ancient Greece and Rome and medieval Europe, through Lincoln, Darrow, an O.J.
Simpson, this book will provide you with a good sense of the "primal ooze" that
gave rise to the first lawyer and the religious, cultural, philosophical, economic,
and political forces that have preserved lawyers from extinctionùat least so far.

Law, Power and Culture
In the last generation the classic Marxist interpretation of the French Revolution
has been challenged by the so-called revisionist school. The Marxist view that the
Revolution was a bourgeois and capitalist revolution has been questioned by AngloSaxon revisionists like Alfred Cobban and William Doyle as well as a French school
of criticism headed by François Furet. Today revisionism is the dominant
interpretation of the Revolution both in the academic world and among the
educated public. Against this conception, this book reasserts the view that the
Revolution - the capital event of the modern age - was indeed a capitalist and
bourgeois revolution. Based on an analysis of the latest historical scholarship as
well as on knowledge of Marxist theories of the transition from feudalism to
capitalism, the work confutes the main arguments and contentions of the
revisionist school while laying out a narrative of the causes and unfolding of the
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Revolution from the eighteenth century to the Napoleonic Age.

Power and Legitimacy
A significant contribution to the understanding of systemic racism in Canadian
institutions, this collection of essays arising out of the unique Prairie context
interrogates how professionals practicing in law, education, health, and other
helping professions engage with issues of race and culture. This book examines the
challenges and resistance found within professional groups working with Aboriginal
and racial minority peoples. For teachers, social workers, healthcare providers, and
professors, the greatest barriers to working across difference may be themselves
and their assumptions about what the nature of the "problem" of difference is
considered to be. The authors in this volume advocate, question, and critique the
uses of what are often considered to be binaries of race and/or culture. They offer
examples from professional fields that illustrate the complexity of teaching that
finds problems in a culturalist approach as well as a critical orientation that is still
found wanting. Will addressing inequality as a race, gender, class, or sexual
orientation issue provide greater forward movement than focusing on cultural
issues? The answers in this collection are never either/or and must look beyond
theoretical orthodoxy for inspiration, if not new questions.

Lawyer
Law and Empire relates the principles of legal thinking in Chinese, Islamic, and
European contexts to practices of lawmaking and adjudication. It shows how legal
procedure and legal thinking could be used in strikingly different ways.

The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Cultural Geography
There is a myth that lingers around legal education in many democracies. That
myth would have us believe that law students are admitted and then succeed
based on raw merit, and that law schools are neutral settings in which professors
(also selected and promoted based on merit) use their expertise to train those
students to become lawyers. Based on original, empirical research, this book
investigates this myth from myriad perspectives, diverse settings, and in different
nations, revealing that hierarchies of power and cultural norms shape and maintain
inequities in legal education. Embedded within law school cultures are assumptions
that also stymie efforts at reform. The book examines hidden pedagogical
messages, showing how presumptions about theory’s relation to practice are
refracted through the obfuscating lens of curricula. The contributors also tackle
questions of class and market as they affect law training. Finally, this collection
examines how structural barriers replicate injustice even within institutions
representing themselves as democratic and open, revealing common dynamics
across cultural and institutional forms. The chapters speak to similar issues and to
one another about the influence of context, images of law and lawyers, the political
economy of legal education, and the agency of students and faculty.

Readings in Law and Popular Culture
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**Named a 2014 Choice Outstanding Academic Title** Combining coverage of key
themes and debates from a variety of historical and theoretical perspectives, this
authoritative reference volume offers the most up-to-date and substantive analysis
of cultural geography currently available. A significantly revised new edition
covering a number of new topics such as biotechnology, rural, food, media and
tech, borders and tourism, whilst also reflecting developments in established
subjects including animal geographies Edited and written by the leading authorities
in this fast-developing discipline, and features a host of new contributors to the
second edition Traces the historical evolution of cultural geography through to the
very latest research Provides an international perspective, reflecting the advancing
academic traditions of non-Western institutions, especially in Asia Features a
thematic structure, with sections exploring topics such as identities, nature and
culture, and flows and mobility

Cultures of Legality
Comparative legal studies are at last commanding the thoughts of contemporary
jurists� Alice ES Tay. Drawing on an impressive ancestry in comparative law, the
22 contributions in this volume by authors from Asia, Australia and Europe go
further in their complex conception of law and culture. They look at the new
principles and concepts of a transnational, global law in new, multiple contexts and
in diverse juxtapositions with new institutions and authorities. In an unplanned but
cohesive pattern the individual contributions together open a fresh vision of the
use and value of comparative legal studies for the assessment of the function and
limitations of the law of a global society.

Please Don't Wish Me a Merry Christmas
Offers an alternative approach to liberalism and to communitarianism, with an
empirical focus on Israel

"I Thought Pocahontas was a Movie"
In Chinese Law, edited by Li Chen and Madeleine Zelin, the authors provide
valuable perspectives on the transformation, knowledge, practice, and effects of
Chinese law and justice in the changing historical context of late imperial and
modern China.

The Bourgeois Revolution in France 1789-1815
The book explores how the various disciplines of law and linguistics can help us
understand the nature of 'Diversity and Tolerance' - both oral and written - and
how it might be clarified to avoid fear and conflicts. It presents and examines the
most recent research and theories at national level and on the international scene.

Grounds of Judgment
This volume of essays examines how the legal systems of the chief countries of
Latin America and Mediterranean Europe—Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
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Mexico, Puerto Rico, Venezuela, France, Italy, and Spain—changed in the last
quarter of the 20th century. Through essays that provide a wealth of data on the
courts and the legal profession in these countries, the book attempts to relate
changes in the operation of the legal systems to changes in the political and social
history of the societies in which they are embedded. The details vary, in
accordance with the particular history and structure of the countries, but there are
also key commonalities that run through all of the stories: democratization,
globalization, and changes in the legal order that seem to be worldwide; more
power to courts; a growing legal profession; and the entry of women into what was
once a masculine club.

Social Power in International Politics
Whether in the form of Christmas trees in town squares or prayer in school, fierce
disputes over the separation of church and state have long bedeviled this country.
Both decried and celebrated, this principle is considered by many, for right or
wrong, a defining aspect of American national identity. Nearly all discussions
regarding the role of religion in American life build on two dominant assumptions:
first, the separation of church and state is a constitutional principle that promotes
democracy and equally protects the religious freedom of all Americans, especially
religious outgroups; and second, this principle emerges as a uniquely American
contribution to political theory. In Please Don't Wish Me a Merry Christmas,
Stephen M. Feldman challenges both these assumptions. He argues that the
separation of church and state primarily manifests and reinforces Christian
domination in American society. Furthermore, Feldman reveals that the separation
of church and state did not first arise in the United States. Rather, it has slowly
evolved as a political and religious development through western history,
beginning with the initial appearance of Christianity as it contentiously separated
from Judaism. In tracing the historical roots of the separation of church and state
within the Western world, Feldman begins with the Roman Empire and names
Augustine as the first political theorist to suggest the idea. Feldman next examines
how the roles of church and state variously merged and divided throughout
history, during the Crusades, the Italian Renaissance, the Protestant Reformation,
the British Civil War and Restoration, the early North American colonies, nineteenthcentury America, and up to the present day. In challenging the dominant story of
the separation of church and state, Feldman interprets the development of
Christian social power vis--vis the state and religious minorities, particularly the
prototypical religious outgroup, Jews.

Beyond the Prison Gates
"An empirical study of hate speech in Hungary, examining the cultural foundations
of public communication and how cultural thinking can be used to inform political
action through public expression"--Provided by publisher.

Speaking Hatefully
This volume analyzes whether China's thirty years of legal reform have taken root
in Chinese society by examining how ordinary citizens are using the legal system
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in contemporary China. It is an interdisciplinary look at law in action and at legal
institutions from the bottom up, that is, beginning with those at the ground level
that are using and working in the legal system. It explores the emergent Chinese
conception of justice - one that seeks to balance Chinese tradition, socialist
legacies and the needs of the global market. Given the political dimension of
dispute resolution in creating, settling and changing social norms, this volume
contributes to a greater understanding of political and social change in China today
and of the process of legal reform generally.

The Republic of Choice
From award-winning biographer Philip Girard, Lawyers and Legal Culture in British
North America is the first history of the legal profession in Canada to emphasize its
cross-provincial similarities and its deep roots in the colonial period. Girard details
how nineteenth-century British North American lawyers created a distinctive
Canadian template for the profession by combining the strong collective
governance of the English tradition with the high degree of creativity and client
responsiveness characteristic of U.S. lawyers — a mix that forms the basis of the
legal profession in Canada today. Girard provides a unique window on the
interconnections between lawyers' roles as community leaders and as legal
professionals. Centred on one pre-Confederation lawyer whose career epitomizes
the trends of his day, Beamish Murdoch (1800-1876), Lawyers and Legal Culture in
British North America makes an important and compelling contribution to Canadian
legal history.

Law, Culture, and Values
An interdisciplinary analysis of the ways in which symbolic acts create social
norms, Power and Legitimacy is an important contribution to the growing body of
scholarship on law and literature. Drawing on the theoretical insights of Judith
Butler and Pierre Bourdieu, Anne Quéma demonstrates the effect of symbolic
violence on the creation of social and political legitimacy. Examining modern
jurisprudence theory, statutory law, and the family within the modern Gothic novel,
Quéma shows how the forms and effects of political power transform as one shifts
from discourse to discourse. An impressive integration of the scholarship in these
three fields, Power and Legitimacy is a thought-provoking analysis of the basis of
power and the law.

Modern Chinese Legal Reform
24 linked essays by leading scholars in international law and the social sciences.

The Impact of European Rights on National Legal Cultures
Germany today has one of the lowest incarceration rates in the industrialized
world, and social welfare principles play an essential role at all levels of the
German criminal justice system. Warren Rosenblum examines the roots of this
social approach to criminal policy in the reform movements of the Wilhelmine and
Weimar periods, when reformers strove to replace state institutions of control and
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incarceration with private institutions of protective supervision. Reformers believed
that private charities and volunteers could diagnose and treat social pathologies in
a way that coercive state institutions could not. The expansion of welfare for
criminals set the stage for a more economical system of punishment, Rosenblum
argues, but it also opened the door to new, more expansive controls over
individuals marked as "asocial." With the reformers' success, the issue of who had
power over welfare became increasingly controversial and dangerous. Other
historians have suggested that the triumph of eugenics in the 1890s was
predicated upon the abandonment of liberal and Christian assumptions about
human malleability. Rosenblum demonstrates, however, that the turn to "criminal
biology" was not a reaction against social reform, but rather an effort to rescue its
legitimacy.

Law, Culture and Visual Studies
A fresh theory on how individuals respond to inequalities occurring within their own
communities. This original and insightful study draws on empirical research on the
Santal people of Asia, examining power relations within social fields, and the state,
to reveal a typology of power practices, and applies these to forced marriage in the
West.

Communities and Law
This book contributes to the debate about the impact of European Community Law
on the national constitutional orders and cultures of the respective Member States.
The author examines the doctrine of sovereignty as a mechanism within which this
impact may be best assessed and in particular how it underwrites the tension
between European Union rights and the rights provided by the respective legal
orders of the Member States. In particular the book focuses on political,social and
civil rights, drawing from T.H. Marshall's typology. In endorsing an appropriate
analytical framework, the book challenges both existing law and secondary
literature in order to argue that the terminology, the concepts and the tools which
are used to assess the impact of the EC law on the national constitutional orders
are to be selected with great care. This is particularly apposite given the
complexity of constitutional diversity, in terms of national constitutions and their
reception of EC law. It is also important because of the variety of approaches
involved in the constitutional adjustment of the acquis of the Union within the
context of the increasing drive to constitutionalisation of the Union on the one
hand and enlargement on the other.

Idealism and the Abuse of Power
The proposed volumes are aimed at a multidisciplinary audience and seek to fill
the gap between law, semiotics and visuality providing a comprehensive
theoretical and analytical overview of legal visual semiotics. They seek to promote
an interdisciplinary debate from law, semiotics and visuality bringing together the
cumulative research traditions of these related areas as a prelude to identifying
fertile avenues for research going forward. Advance Praise for Law, Culture and
Visual Studies This diverse and exhilarating collection of essays explores the many
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facets both historical and contemporary of visual culture in the law. It opens a
window onto the substantive, jurisdictional, disciplinary and methodological
diversity of current research. It is a cornucopia of materials that will enliven legal
studies for those new to the field as well as for established scholars. It is a ‘must
read’ that will leave you wondering about the validity of the long held obsession
that reduces the law and legal studies to little more than a preoccupation with the
word. Leslie J Moran Professor of Law, Birkbeck College, University of London Law,
Culture & Visual Studies is a treasure trove of insights on the entwined roles of
legality and visuality. From multiple interdisciplinary perspectives by scholars from
around the world, these pieces reflect the fullness and complexities of our visual
encounters with law and culture. From pictures to places to postage stamps, from
forensics to film to folklore, this anthology is an exciting journey through the fertile
field of law and visual culture as well as a testament that the field has come of
age. Naomi Mezey, Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center,
Washington, D.C., USA This highly interdisciplinary reference work brings together
diverse fields including cultural studies, communication theory, rhetoric, law and
film studies, legal and social history, visual and legal theory, in order to document
the various historical, cultural, representational and theoretical links that bind
together law and the visual. This book offers a breath-taking range of resources
from both well-established and newer scholars who together cover the field of
law’s representation in, interrogation of, and dialogue with forms of visual rhetoric,
practice, and discourse. Taken together this scholarship presents state of the art
research into an important and developing dimension of contemporary legal and
cultural inquiry. Above all, Law Culture and Visual Studies lays the groundwork for
rethinking the nature of law in our densely visual culture: How are legal meanings
produced, encoded, distributed, and decoded? What critical and hermeneutic skills,
new or old, familiar or unfamiliar, will be needed? Topical, diverse, and enlivening,
Law Culture and Visual Studies is a vital research tool and an urgent invitation to
further critical thinking in the areas so well laid out in this collection. Desmond
Manderson, Future Fellow, ANU College of Law / Research School of Humanities &
the Arts, Australian National University, Australia

Transnational Legal Processes
Law as Culture is a beguilingly accessible, lively and engaging introduction to the
law and to legal skills, complete with innovative skills exercises and even some
cartoons. It gives the reader a framework for subsequent legal study and for
professional life by demystifying the language and culture of the law and by
building legal skills. The Extracts, Preface to the 2nd edn and Skills Inventory
(below, link above), clearly outline the many strengths of this edition. The book
shows how law students are socialised into professional legal culture, and
encourages independent thought. It highlights the ways in which law reflects social
values and priorities, the place of law as one among many systems of social
organisation and problem-solving, and the rise of lawyers as a subculture. This
edition has been extensively revised to take account of developments in law such
as the results of the 1999 Referendum on the Republic, the debates about a Bill of
Rights for Australia, and changes to legal professional practice. The jurisdictional
reach has been extended to look at cases and legislation from all Australian States.
Black/White relations has been introduced as a recurring theme - materials on
Aboriginal Reconciliation, the Wik judgment and the legal and political debate over
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the Stolen Generations give continuity and perspective. Law as Culture includes
clear and accessible accounts of key jurisprudential issues and an extended
introduction which sets out the pedagogical assumptions. There are cases and
legislation from all Australian States, thorough referencing, and an annotated list of
Further Reading in each chapter.

Law and Labour Market Regulation in East Asia
This book analyzes the abuse of idealism with particular reference to China's
Cultural Revolution. The work examines abuse at two levels: the state leaders'
metaphysical vision as the interpretation of idealism at the top with state power;
and the psychological state of the masses at the bottom of society. It will be of key
interest to a range of legal scholars and Asian specialists.

Power, Legal Education, and Law School Cultures
Asserting that litigation in late imperial China was a form of documentary warfare,
this book offers a social analysis of the men who composed legal documents.
Litigation masters emerge as central players in many of the most scandalous cases
in 18th- and 19th-century China.

Chinese Law
Law, Culture and Society
This volume cross-examines mainstream approaches to studying legal culture (e.g.
those of Friedman and Blankenburg). It includes debates over the concept of legal
culture and a variety of case studies of different legal cultures.

Lawyers and Legal Culture in British North America
The Young Lords, who originated as a Chicago street gang fighting gentrification
and unfair evictions in Puerto Rican neighborhoods, burgeoned into a national
political movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s, with headquarters in New
York City and other centers in Philadelphia, Boston, Los Angeles, and elsewhere in
the northeast and southern California. Part of the original Rainbow Coalition with
the Black Panthers and Young Patriots, the politically radical Puerto Ricans who
constituted the Young Lords instituted programs for political, social, and cultural
change within the communities in which they operated. The Young Lords offers
readers the opportunity to learn about this vibrant organization through their own
words and images, collecting an array of their essays, journalism, photographs,
speeches, and pamphlets. Organized topically and thematically, this volume
highlights the Young Lords’ diverse and inventive activism around issues such as
education, health care, gentrification, police injustice and gender equality, as well
as self-determination for Puerto Rico. In recovering these rare written and visual
materials, Darrel Enck-Wanzer has given voice to the lost chorus of the Young
Lords, while providing an indispensable resource for students, scholars, activists,
and others interested in learning about this influential grassroots “street political”
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The Legal Culture and System of Taiwan
Examines the impact of social forces on the legal system and how the rules and
orders promulgated by that legal system affect social behavior. Dr. Friedman
explores the relationship between class structure and the work of legal systems in
the light of the existing literature and analyzes the influence of the cultural
elements contained in a legal system. In a comprehensive analysis of the concept
of legal culture, the author sheds new light on the development of our legal norms
and the types of legal systems which prevail in a democracy.

Risk Regulation and Administrative Constitutionalism
This edited collection examines the labour laws of seven industrializing East Asian
societies - China, Indonesia, Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines and
Vietnam - and discusses the variation in their impact across the whole region.
Leading scholars from each country consider both laws pertaining to working
conditions and industrial relations, and those that regulate the labour market as a
whole. Legislation concerning migrant labour, gender equality, employment
creation and skills formation is also examined. Adopting their own distinct
theoretical perspectives, the authors trace the historical development of labour
regulation and reveal that most countries in the region now have quite extensive
frameworks. This book will be particularly useful to people interested in the place
of labour law, and law in general, in contemporary East Asian societies.

Law as Culture
Ideas about law are undergoing dramatic change in Latin America. The
consolidation of democracy as the predominant form of government and the
proliferation of transnational legal instruments have ushered in an era of new legal
conceptions and practices. Law has become a core focus of political movements
and policy-making. This volume explores the changing legal ideas and practices
that accompany, cause, and are a consequence of the judicialization of politics in
Latin America. It is the product of a three-year international research effort,
sponsored by the Law and Society Association, the Latin American Studies
Association, and the Ford Foundation, that gathered leading and emerging scholars
of Latin American courts from across disciplines and across continents.

Law, Culture, and Sexual Censure
With a special place among the world's important trading countries, Taiwan
presents the international practitioner with its own particular legal issues and
problems. Among the world's most many-sourced legal systems, the law of Taiwan
sustains major elements from Chinese and Japanese sources as well as its own
indigenous and traditional rules and strong influences from both civil and common
law traditions. This convenient guide, written by a scholar-practitioner who is both
Dean of Law at the National Taiwan University and a panelist in the World Trade
Organization's Dispute Settlement Body, is an ideal introduction and practical
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handbook for anyone involved in a transaction that raises issues in Taiwanese law.
After detailed summaries of Taiwan's system of government, its court system,
sources of law, and administrative law and procedure, the author covers practice
and procedure in such fields of legal activity as the following: contracts; torts;
consumer protection; property rights; family law; law of succession; alternative
dispute resolution; intellectual property law; trade; government procurement; labor
law; and criminal law and procedure. International lawyers will find all the legal
situations most likely to arise in the course of transactions connected to Taiwan
covered expertly and knowledgeably in this very useful book. It is also valuable to
students and scholars for its special insights into issues of comparative law.

Law and Empire
Perhaps more than anywhere else in the world, the nineteenth century encounter
between East Asia and the Western world has been narrated as a legal encounter.
Commercial treaties--negotiated by diplomats and focused on trade--framed the
relationships among Tokugawa-Meiji Japan, Qing China, Choson Korea, and
Western countries including Britain, France, and the United States. These treaties
created a new legal order, very different than the colonial relationships that the
West forged with other parts of the globe, which developed in dialogue with local
precedents, local understandings of power, and local institutions. They established
the rules by which foreign sojourners worked in East Asia, granting them near
complete immunity from local laws and jurisdiction. The laws of extraterritoriality
looked similar on paper but had very different trajectories in different East Asian
countries. P?r Cassel's first book explores extraterritoriality and the ways in which
Western power operated in Japan and China from the 1820s to the 1920s. In Japan,
the treaties established in the 1850s were abolished after drastic regime change a
decade later and replaced by European-style reciprocal agreements by the turn of
the century. In China, extraterritoriality stood for a hundred years, with treaties
governing nearly one hundred treaty ports, extensive Christian missionary activity,
foreign controlled railroads and mines, and other foreign interests, and of such
complexity that even international lawyers couldn't easily interpret them.
Extraterritoriality provided the springboard for foreign domination and has left Asia
with a legacy of suspicion towards international law and organizations. The issue of
unequal treaties has had a lasting effect on relations between East Asia and the
West. Drawing on primary sources in Chinese, Japanese, Manchu, and several
European languages, Cassel has written the first book to deal with exterritoriality in
Sino-Japanese relations before 1895 and the triangular relationship between China,
Japan, and the West. Grounds of Judgment is a groundbreaking history of Asian
engagement with the outside world and within the region, with broader
applications to understanding international history, law, and politics.

Diversity and Tolerance in Socio-legal Contexts
Readings in Law and Popular Culture is the first book to bring together high quality
research, with an emphasis on context, from key researchers working at the
cutting-edge of both law and cultural disciplines. Fascinating and varied, the
volume crosses many boundaries, dealing with areas as diverse as football-based
computer games, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, digital sampling in the music industry,
the films of Sidney Lumet, football hooliganism, and Enid Blyton. These topics are
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linked together through the key thread of the role of, or the absence of, law therefore providing a snapshot of significant work in the burgeoning field of law
and popular culture. Including important theoretical and truly innovative, relevant
material, this contemporary text will enliven and inform a legal audience, and will
also appeal to a much broader readership of people interested in this highly topical
area.

Legal Culture in the Age of Globalization
China's rapid socioeconomic transformation of the past twenty years has led to
dramatic changes in its judicial system and legal practices. As China becomes
more powerful on the world stage, the global community has dedicated more
resources and attention to understanding the country's evolving democratization,
and policymakers have identified the development of civil liberties and long-term
legal reforms as crucial for the nation's acceptance as a global partner. Modern
Chinese Legal Reform is designed as a legal and political research tool to help
English-speaking scholars interpret the many recent changes to China's legal
system. Investigating subjects such as constitutional history, the intersection of
politics and law, democratization, civil legal practices, and judicial mechanisms,
the essays in this volume situate current constitutional debates in the context of
both the country's ideology and traditions and the wider global community. Editors
Xiaobing Li and Qiang Fang bring together scholars from multiple disciplines to
provide a comprehensive and balanced look at a difficult subject. Featuring newly
available official sources and interviews with Chinese administrators, judges, lawenforcement officers, and legal experts, this essential resource enables readers to
view key events through the eyes of individuals who are intimately acquainted with
the challenges and successes of the past twenty years.

Law without Nations
Social power, defined as "the ability to set standards, create norms and values that
are deemed legitimate and desirable, without resorting to coercion or payment", is
a central part of contemporary international politics. This text introduces and
defines the concept of social power and considers how it works in international
politics. It demonstrates how social power is a complex phenomenon that
manifests itself in a wide variety of ways and circumstances, particularly in culture,
institutions, law, and the media. Providing a global perspective on the role of social
power from the EU, the US, the Middle East, and China, this book: Focuses on the
key aspects of social power: centrality, complexity, and comprehensiveness.
Examines the complex relationship between soft and hard power, the role of the
media, and new communications technologies. Explores the interplay between
state and non-state actors in framing the public discourse, setting the agenda,
molding identities, and ultimately determining the outcome of policy processes.
Features a broad range of international case studies and addresses issues
including: culture and pop culture, media, public diplomacy, and branding. With
particular focus on the social power of non-state actors, such as non-governmental
organizations, the media, and consumers, Social Power in International Politics
offers a thought-provoking new perspective on how power is exercised in the
complex reality of the contemporary world. It will be of particular interest to
students and scholars of international relations, political science, and media and
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communications studies.

Chinese Justice
This festschrift, in honor of the work of Gray L. Dorsey, covers their major areas of
his lifelong commitment to the culture and jurisprudence of law in an historical and
comparative, East-West context. Within his normative framework, Dorsey took
account of the crisis in positivism, Marxism, and alternative conceptions of value in
the law. His work emphasized intercultural conflicts in a societal and global
environment without surrendering the sense of western culture and its special
contributions to legal and moral thought. The volume, originally prepared as a
special issue of the Washington University Law Quarterly, has the benefit of an
urbane new opening essay by Professor Vojcanin, which seeks to show how
jurisculture is a "treasure map one may use to unearth the holes in which justice
was hidden." It also contains a special essay by Gray Dorsey to conclude the
volume in which he offers his current views on the philosophy of law and social
theory in general. The volume is vigorous in its analysis, and central to any serious
appraisal of the status of the philosophy of international law at this stage in
history. The essays by Abraham Edel, Elizabeth Flower, Harold J. Berman, and
Iredell Jenkins give special attention to this theme. The chapters by Jerome Hall,
Herbert H.P. Ma, and Thomas H. Fang each take up a central issue in the
relationship of world religion to world law. A third set of papers--by Edward
McWhinney, Palitha T.B. Kohona, and Jacob W.F. Sundberg, discuss the major
sociological implications of Dorsey's type of legal theory--with figures from Karl
Marx, Max Weber, and F.S.C. Northrop covered in detail. For three decades, Gray L.
Dorsey has contributed to comparative legal systems, emphasizing through his
novel method of reasoning--jurisculture--a synthesis of empirical investigation and
legal reasoning. Dorsey's work focuses on a set of meanings derived without
reference to observed events, but by the adaptation and use of fundamental
beliefs to organize and govern human cooperation. Gray L. Dorsey is Charles Nagel
Professor Emeritus of Jurisprudence at International Law at Washington University
Law School in St. Louis. He is the author of, among other works, Beyond the United
States: Changing Discourse in International Politics and Law, and Jurisculture--the
first two volumes, on Greece and Rome, and on India and China are now published
by Transaction Publishers--with an additional five volumes remaining to complete
this massive project. He is a past president of the International Association for
Philosophy of Law and Social Philosophy.

Law, Culture, and Ritual
The possibility of law in the absence of a nation would seem to strip law from its
source of meaning and value. At the same time, law divorced from nations would
clear the ground for a cosmopolitan vision in which the prejudices or idiosyncrasies
of distinctive national traditions would give way to more universalist groundings for
law. These alternately dystopian and utopian viewpoints inspire this original
collection of essays on law without nations. This book examines the ways in which
the growing internationalization of law affects domestic national law, the
relationship between cosmopolitan legal ideas and understandings of national
identity, and the intersections of identity and law based on the liberal tradition of
jurisprudence and transnational influences. Ultimately, Law without Nations offers
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sharp analyses of the fraught relationship between the nation and the state—and
the legal forms and practices that they require, constitute, and violently contest.

Social Power and Legal Culture
Over the last decade the regulatory evaluation of environmental and public health
risks has been one of the most legally controversial areas of contemporary
government activity. Much of that debate has been understood as a conflict
between those promoting 'scientific' approaches to risk evaluation and those
promoting 'democratic' approaches. This characterization of disputes has ignored
the central roles of public administration and law in technological risk evaluation.
This is problematic because, as shown in this book, legal disputes over risk
evaluation are disputes over administrative constitutionalism in that they are
disputes over what role law should play in constituting and limiting the power of
administrative risk regulators. This is shown by five case studies taken from five
different legal cultures: an analysis of the bifurcated role of the Southwood
Working Party in the UK BSE crisis; the development of doctrines in relation to
judicial review of risk evaluation in the US in the 1970s; the interpretation of the
precautionary principle by environmental courts and generalist tribunals carrying
out merits review in Australia; the interpretation of the WTO Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Agreement as part of the WTO dispute settlement process; and the
interpretation of the precautionary principle in the EU context. A strong argument
is thus made for re-orienting the focus of scholarship in this area.

Law and Legal Culture in Comparative Perspective
In this imaginative exploration of modern legal culture, Lawrence Friedman
addresses how the contemporary idea of individual rights has altered the legal
systems and authority structures of Western societies. Every aspect of law, he
argues--from civil rights to personal-injury litigation to divorce law--has been
profoundly reshaped, reflecting the power of this concept. The new individualism is
quite different from that of the nineteenth century, which stressed self-control,
discipline, and traditional group values. Modern individualism focuses on the
individual as the starting and ending point of life and assumes a wide zone of
choice. Choice is vital, fundamental: the right to develop oneself, to build up a life
uniquely suited to oneself through free, open selection among forms, models, and
lifestyles. With striking clarity and force, Friedman demonstrates how the new
individualism results from changes in the technological and social framework of
society. Loose, unconnected, free-floating, mobile: this is the modern individual, at
least in comparison with the immediate past. Written for the general reader as well
as lawyers and legal scholars, The Republic of Choice offers keen and original
observations about legal culture and the public consciousness that informs and
expresses it.

Comparing Legal Cultures
This book presents a distinctive approach to the study of law in society, focusing
on the sociological interpretation of legal ideas. It surveys the development of
connections between legal studies and social theory and locates its approach in
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relation to sociolegal studies on the one hand and legal philosophy on the other. It
is suggested that the concept of law must be re-considered. Law has to be seen
today not just as the law of the nation state, or international law that links nation
states, but also as transnational law in many forms. A legal pluralist approach is
not just a matter of redefining law in legal theory; it also recognizes that law's
authority comes from a plurality of diverse, sometimes conflicting, social sources.
The book suggests that the social environment in which law operates must also be
rethought, with many implications for comparative legal studies. The nature and
boundaries of culture become important problems, while the concept of
multiculturalism points to the cultural diversity of populations and to problems of
fragmentation, or perhaps to new kinds of unity of the social. Theories of
globalization raise a host of issues about the integrity of societies and about the
need to understand social networks and forces that extend beyond the political
societies of nation states. Through a range of specific studies, closely interrelated
and building on each other, the book seeks to integrate the sociology of law with
other kinds of legal analysis and engages directly with current juristic debates in
legal theory and comparative law.
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